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Resources to the Research Enterprise 

Description 
  

This project will demonstrate that library subscription resources generate a positive 
impact on the research enterprise and a return-on-investment for universities. The 
fellow will use statistical methods to collect and analyze data to show impact on grant 
funding and the overall research output of an institution. This project could 
potentially build on existing projects and research that analyze less traditional journal 
assessment metrics (e.g., authorship and open access metrics) in relation to assessing 
“big deals” to give libraries additional leverage when advocating for their material 
budgets. 

Problems/ 
Research 
Questions
  

Primary research question:  
Investigate and demonstrate how subscription resources support the research 
enterprise of an institution by connecting subscription journal usage to grant proposal 
reference citations. 
 
Supplementary research questions: 

1. Can the use of subscription library resources be connected to grant funding 
proposals by collecting and analyzing COUNTER usage reports, citation 
metrics, funding analytics, and subscription invoice data? 

2. How do you generate/calculate return-on-investment figures that show how 
subscription library resources help to secure research dollars?   

Techniques Data Processing; Data and Text Mining; Data Visualization; Applying bibliometric 
types of analysis to novel data sources such as grant proposals and funding or library 
subscription data.  

Tools/ 
Languages 
used  

Microsoft Academic Graph; SUSHI Protocol for COUNTER Reports; Python or R; XML 
and related markup technologies; Automated Data Analysis Tools; SQL database 



Data Description: Grant award data provided by local offices or national aggregators. 
Multiple data types that have been pulled from various sources (via SUSHI protocols, 
manually, or other processes); data would be anonymized and not connected to any 
individuals. 
Data Type: Excel, CSV, XML, JSON, PDF (OCR) files 
Data Size: MB 

Outcome
  

Help develop a method for harvesting different types of data from various sources for 
a visualization showing how subscription library resources are used to secure 
research dollars. Potentially, this data would give a library additional leverage to 
advocate for material budget increases. Also, collaborate on a poster, publication, 
and/or presentation to share results. 

Milestone 
Timeline 
  

• Phase I: Collect and normalize data; refine research question (month 1 and 2) 
• Phase II: Analyze, process, and curate data (month 3 and 4) 
• Phase III: Begin working towards visual analytics (month 5 and 6) 

References
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• Big Deal Knowledge Base 

 


